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STAY

Say goodbye to life’s imperfections
and hello to real island fantasy. A
lush green garden of mini, sandtoned cubes of rock, palms and
bright floras are the first impressions
that the resort offers. Dramatic high
internal spaces such as the lobby are
accentuated and illuminated with
walls of mahogany wood, and soft,
island themes make the spectacle
even grander. With 49 of the finest
decorated and appointed suits on
the island guests can indulge in
first class amenities. High ceilings,
striking tropical furnishings, spacious
rooms, soft, fresh liens, and views
that take your breath away are found
on this Thai getaway. Rooms offer
beach front views, exclusive access
to the grounds pool and Jacuzzi,
with some villas even offering their
guests their own private Plunge Pool
with Lotus Pond; leaving guests
refreshed from morning to sunset.

DINE

Koh Samui
Thailand

www.sareeraya.com
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Across the open waters of the Gulf of Siam, beyond your wildest
desires lies the intoxicating paradise resort Sareeraya Villas & Suites.
The tropical background of this exquisite destination will have your
body at peace the moment your eyes look beyond its breathtaking
panoramic views. Effortlessly encounter the zenith of Thai hospitality
while submerged in “Oriental Chic” tropical luxury. Surrounded
by architecture of simplistic beauty, incomparable open waters,
undertakings of island romance and adventure, and pure international
cuisine that make your taste buds water all lay waiting for your arrival.

The most exotic international dishes
are served at the “Chefs Table”
at Sareeraya Villas & Suites. Fresh
produce and ingredients are used
daily to enhance the richness of
flavors that are used at this fine
dining destination. Guests can enjoy

eating delicious meals with the backdrop
of the warm setting sun as it sets behind
the blue horizon. There is also “Her
Bar” by the pool side & “Read Red Bar”
library lounge for your relaxation. Both
offering guests with special selected
crafted cocktails, extensive beverages
and selected fine wine list to keep you
recharged and revived. Also enjoy
the unique opportunity to take part in
Thai cooking classes, the Thai Buffet
& Seafood beach BBQ, Asian Buffet &
Seafood beach BBQ, and exceptional
happy hour.

SPA
Enjoy a Spa getaway and fulfill
your need for rest, relaxation and
rejuvenation. Raya Spa’s philosophy
stems from the finest in Asian cultures
and traditions, and the formation of
a well-balanced lifestyle. Raya Spa’s
alluring modern Thai design, and its
atmosphere of comforting tranquility,
represents the region’s “Modern Asian
Cultural.” Raya offers an experience
embodying Asian ingredients that have
existed for centuries, such as honey,
turmeric, coconut, lemongrass, tamarind,
sesame and white clay. Take part in a
variety of treatments including a wide
assortment of massage packages,
herbal steam baths, milky steam baths,

body repair treatment’s, facial care,
and unique packages for men. This
spa incorporates the beauty of the
Asian culture to provide guests
with attentive care and intoxicating
spa treatments only found on this
exclusive resort in Thailand.

PLAY
Situated beachside towards the
northern end of Samui’s stunning
beach and low tide sandbar to
the offshore island, Sareeraya is
conveniently located for Samui
Airport and is minutes away from
Chaweng’s prestige nightlife &
entertainment. Koh Samui’s repertoire
of things to do and see is diverse and
very appealing. From mummified
monks to the famous grandma and
grandpa rocks to attractive waterfalls
and Angthong National Marine Park
immaculate archipelago of 42 islands
in the Gulf of Thailand. This park
has towering limestone mountains,
thick jungle, white-sand beaches,
fertile mangroves, waterfalls and
hidden coves and lakes to explore.
Guests can relax by the infinity pool,
grab cool refreshments, or explore
the simple beauties found on this
amazing island retreat.

